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Data Jackets initiated Studies 
and Data Collection for Living 
with COVID-19

Yukio Ohsawa
Professor, Department of Systems Innovation
School of Eng.,   The University of Tokyo

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lYPQUfJ9327I19LBNcZlI1Bmb7GDu0yw/view?usp=sharing

(Step 1) Preparation: useful data are not all free, so the owner of data may 
hide and lock one’ own data  somewhere. Only digest, i.e., the abstract and the names (not the 
values) of variables in the data are put on DJs and shared (DJ: a Data Jacket)

Data  owner 
(potential provider)

Secure
storage

The public society

Title: Weather history
Abstract: 1000 patients’    

blood tests for 20 years
Variables:
@air temperature
@moist @time  ...

DJ(B)

DJ(C)
Title: Consumption log
Abstract: Peoples’ eating 
and drinking in our 
restaurant for 10 years
Variables: @day and time
@beer @meat
@vegetable   ….

The private space

Title:     Nutrition
Abstract: Describes how much fat, 
protein, etc., are included in each food
Variables: @food @drink @protein @ 
fat,  ….

TJ(N)

Title: Deep NN
Abstract: Learn supervised 
or unsupervised classes from 
given data
Variables: @day and time
@position @color @words
@sounds   ….

for creating trust by exchanging the data, ideas, and… money if wanted 

Introduction: Innovators Marketplace on Data Jackets (IMDJ)

Yukio Ohsawa, Chang Liu, Teruaki Hayashi, and Hiryuki Kido, "Data jackets 
for externalizing use value of hidden datasets", Procedia Computer Science 35, 
pp.946-953, 2014, (DOI: 10.1016/j.procs.2014.08.172)
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(Step 2) Visualization, (Step 3) Communication with Evaluation, and 
(Step 4) Transaction and Utilization of Data 
Owners of data, users of data, and analysts (or planners of analysis) communicate 
to evaluate the  value of data, considering utilities i.e., user values.

DJ(F)

Title: Blood test
Abstract: 1000 patients’    

blood tests in health    
inspection for 20 years

Variables:
@bilirubin @AST
@TP   @fat @CHE
…..  @day and time,
@gender,   @age 

DJ(E)

DJ(C)

Title: Consumption log
Abstract: Peoples’ eating 
and drinking in our 
restaurant for 10 years
Variables: @day and time
@place beer @meat
@vegetable   ….

Title:   Nutrition for health
Abstract: Describes how 
much fat, protein, etc., 
are included in each food
Variables: @food @drink 
@protein @ fat,  ….

DJ(A)

Title: Weather history
Abstract: 1000 patients’    

blood tests for 20 years
Variables:
@air temperature
@moist @time  ...

DJ(B)

Title: Life log
Abstract: Personal    

physical activities for 
10 years

Variables:  @time @place 
@walking @jogging 
@cycling @working on PC 
@blood pressure, 
@gender,  @age 

DJ(D)

Title: Health and age
Abstract: ….
Variables: @gender
@age @health.

health

time

place

blood

age

gende
r

fat

Requirement:  Teach me time 
dependent influence of weather 
on health please 

Dr. X, physician as 
data user

Dr.Y, 
analysis planner 

Dr. E, 
data owner

Approval: I agree to provide 
data E for 1000,000JPY. 

pay

pay

TJ(N)
Title: Deep NN
Abstract: Learn supervised 
or unsupervised classes from 
given data
Variables: @day and time
@position @color @words
@sounds   ….

Proposed plan: Combine data 
behind DJ(A), DJ(B), DJ(C), and 
DJ(E), and maybe TJ(N) to learn 
(1) Weather(time t) in DJ(B) -> 
consumption (t) in DJ(C)
(2) consumption -> nutrition (DJ(A)) -> 
blood (DJ(E)).

For example, they clarified “explanation of changes is desired in the 
real life” in IMDJ ---> the above COVID-19 simulation with data

Find clues for explaining the causality of 
changes in individual consumption from 
market data combined with text, using:
DJ567: POS data
DJ583: Consumers’ daily-life Blogs
DJ314: Consumers’ interest in buying/cooking. 
DJ315:Supply of vegetable drinks
TJ4 or 5: Tangled String

Analyze POS data to detect items that caused 
behavioral changes of consumers, using:
DJ583: POS data
TJ4 : Kamishibai (time-series) KeyGraph
TJ5: Tangled String
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Explain this Change !
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N= 10000, W=20, m0=2, 
multi-cliques 

N= 10000, W=32, m0=8,
multi-cliques 

“Black Livers Matter” peaked in June (USA) But…  in Japan since June 2020, even since before 
“Go to travel” campaigns

Fangzhou Liu and Martin Buss, the Mathematical Theories on Corona Pandemic (COVID-19)  https://www.ei.tum.de/lsr/forschung/covid-19/

PLOS ONE (published 3rd Dec 2020) https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0242766

1 2 4 8 16

32 31.5 674.4 1299.7 1285.5 504

16 3.9 595.1 750.9 584.1 6.4

8 5.7 536.2 396.1 4.1 3.1

4 1.2 107.6 1.3 1.8 2.2

2 0.5 0.4 1 0.7 0.5

1 0.4 0.3 0.4 0.2 0.2

W

m0

People who intentionally met each
other since the start of the infection
spread, can continue to meet. On the
other hand, about those whom you do
not require to meet, accept at most as
many as the above type of people.

The number of new infection case for N= 10000

“Stay with Your Community” meaning to 
suppress m1 (=W- m0) to less than  m0.

a cluster (m0=3)

W=6

m0: the number of people one meets intentionally
W: the number of people one actually meets as a result

PLOS ONE as 10.1371/journal.pone.0242766
(manuscript remained under strict press embargo until 2 pm Eastern Time till 3rd December 2020)

n (10) =2 n (11) =2 n (12) =2 n (13) =４

Large New Peaks Rise by Changing the Network Structure
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Using IMDJ, we decided to continue working on human 
network to make a safe city with COVID19 （2020）

Check others’ 
contact log

Count the number 
of people to contact 
unintentionally

Estimate the degree of 
congestion

Data on the 
flow of people
Data on the 
flow of people

?

Count the number 
of contacts with 
new people

Is a long-distance 
travel risky ?

Count the number of people 
to contact unintentionally

ISCR values for people talking at each location
(Theme parks don't have many samples, so just for reference.)

Evaluate the risk of transmission criticality (infection spread criticality risk)

ISCR = (m1 – m0) (1 - rmask)
where rmask = 0.7 r2 + 0.4 r (1 - r) + 0.6 (1 - r) r + 0 (1 - r) 2

m1 : Unintended contact (Equivalent to W – m0 )
m0 : The intended contact
rmask : The effect of the mask calculated from the ratio r of persons 

wearing the mask "almost always" at each location according to the 
questionnaire.

*Contact is defined as a stay within 1.8 m for more than 5 minutes. To 
determine which contacts contribute to the current infection, the table 
on the right covers two weeks.
*Since m0 is "usual partner", its daily average value is taken as the 
average value, and m1 is taken as the sum of W – m0 for 2 weeks (range of 
current impact of contact on infection) for each respondent. Their 
averages for all respondents is shown here. In order to reproduce m1
from the subject’s memory, m1 was obtained as the weekday average * 
10 + weekend average * 4 of “the number of contacts * the number of 
visits" for each location in the table based on subjects’ life from 12/3 
(Thu) to 7 (Mon). 
*The coefficients 0.7, 0.4 and 0.6 in computing rmask are from infection 
risk associated with wearing a cloth mask. (Reference: Effectiveness of 
Face Masks in Preventing Airborne Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 | 
mSphere (asm.org)
*The survey was conducted on 20 ~ 69 year-old men and women living in 
Tokyo and Kanagawa prefectures who went out during the survey period 
and agreed to answer. 1288 valid responses in Internet survey.

(Output of this project) Seek inter-cluster bridges that are not reported as "infection clusters" at critical risk of spreading infection
① Considering the existence of conversation, restaurants are high risk. However, please note that restaurants during the day are as high risk as taverns at night.
② The main office (Office 1) is also risky. It is important to refrain from talking on trains and supermarkets.

F 20 -39 M 20 -39 F 40 -59 M 40 -59 F 60 -79 M 60 -79 Average
School 1.05 1.29 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.34
Office 1 0.00 2.77 3.32 1.66 0.00 2.36 1.71
Office 2 0.24 1.60 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.27
Hospital 0.26 3.64 1.43 1.26 0.81 2.23 1.58
Gym 0.00 4.20 1.62 0.15 3.58 0.00 1.59
Eatery 5.29 3.97 3.09 4.97 1.85 0.00 3.15
Tavern 2.31 0.00 0.01 0.74 8.67 1.99 2.34
Theater 0.00 0.00 5.30 0.00 0.67 2.90 1.57
Supermarket 0.84 5.99 5.18 8.41 5.20 3.94 5.11
Department store 0.22 2.07 1.17 0.20 0.00 2.60 1.01
Theme park 0.00 16.61 6.51 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.63
Lodging 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.20 12.89 6.34 3.57
Train 11.35 6.42 4.16 4.94 4.36 0.40 5.06
Bus 6.03 0.00 0.45 5.80 0.00 4.80 2.79

Study for the Cabinet Secretariat: 
Location-specific measures to address spread risk (≠ Risk of infection) (I)

Estimate the degree 
of congestion

How many people do you contact 
for 15 minutes in 1.8m, where?
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(Output of this project) Impact of long-distance movement on the spread of infection:
(1) The greater the frequency of long-distance travel (Even at a low level), the greater the risk of spreading an explosive infection.
(2) The above extension is also found at W=2m0. In other words, it is important to pay attention to two points: (1) Stay with your

community as a society’s rule, and (2) to take adequate measures against infection in long-distance migration.
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0 20 40 60 80 100W = 15, m0 = 8 (W < 2m0)

Living Peoples’ network
W = 20, m0 = 8 (W > 2 m0)

Explosive spread of infection with pdist ≥ 1/1,000,000 (i.e.,  
each person meets a distant person every 14.3 weeks 
unprotected)

Method: Simulation using synthetic population data [provided by
Prof. Tadahiko MURATA, Kansai University; Random sampling of 1
out of 100 people in Tokyo 23 wards and Yokohama City] with
distance (0.25 degrees = equivalent to about 27 km or more:
between Tokyo area and Yokohama area) movement as
probability pdist with weight 1

The meaning of pdist: We structured a network in which
the a person contacts one long-distant person, when each
person chooses 1/pdist others to contact.
For 70,000 persons based on the actual data, if 1/pdist = 1
million, each person contacts 1 long-distant person once
in 14.3 weeks.

The Risk of Long-Distance Movement

Probabilistic introduction of links to far-away nodes 
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Living Peoples’ network 
W = 15, m0 = 8 (W < 2m0)

No explosive spread occurs with pdist < 1/400, 000 (i.e., each person 
meets a distant person every 5.7 weeks unprotected)

Is a long-distance 
travel risky ?

Yes! but

Here we used Murata’s data …(next page)

Synthetic Population and Household Projection

Real Statistics
“Census” (5-years)

Synthesized 
Population by City

Kita-
Ward
Osaka 

C.

Takatsuki
City

Chihaya
Akasaka
Village

Assignment to 
Districts in the City

by “Census”

Akaoji
-Cho,

Takatsuki

Makita
-Cho,

Takatsuki

Karinen,

Takatsuki

Projection on the 
Map with Coordinate

in the districts

Working Status by
“Basic Survey

on Wage Structure”
(Sampling Survey, 

every year)

+Employed or not

+Industry Type

+Full or Part time

+Company Size

• Employed or not

• Industry Type

• Full or Part time

• Company Size

+Income

We use synthesized data on “how many people are in this area?” and “which type 
of people are here?” created and provided by Prof. Tadahiko Murata (Kansai Univ) 
for reflecting realistic distances on generating social networks

addition of 
attribute(s)
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Conclusion!
Couple DX1 [Digital Transformation] & DX2 [Data Exchange] 

in the Society 5+ i. … imaginary data is the new resource !

The Cyber World
patter

n

Data

Resource for actions

We
You

They

Society 5.0 Society 5+i

Data

ExperienceResource for actions

We You
They

He

nebular

nebular

Data

Data

Data

Data

Data

(E) IMDJ with new people

(A) A conference banquet (B) IMDJ with colleagues

(C) IMDJ on the Web

A Quiz and a Question after Conclusion

Can you realize both safety and open science, to survive COVID-19?

Which way is safe… (A), (B), (C), or (D) ?


